1. SUMMARY / ABSTRACT

This presentation expands on recent reports about the IT workforce in higher education, conducted by the EDUCAUSE Center for Analysis and Research. We trace the career trajectories of four “C-suite” IT leadership positions to identify the paths individuals took to arrive at these leadership positions. Next we identify the skills that these individuals say are important for their success, and the skills that they believe they possess (or not).

2. CAREER TRAJECTORIES

In 2015-16, the EDUCAUSE Center for Analysis and Research (ECAR) conducted a series of studies of the IT workforce in higher education. The first of these was a comprehensive research study of the IT workforce as a whole, including Chief Information Officers, other IT managers, and nonmanagerial staff. This was followed by a set of four studies of specific IT leadership positions: Chief Information Officers, Enterprise Architects, Chief Data Officers, and Chief Information Security Officers. The first of these reports, on the IT workforce as a whole, has already been published as of this writing. The set of four reports on specific IT leadership positions will all be published by the time of the EUNIS Congress.

This presentation will expand on these published reports. First, the career trajectories of these four IT leadership positions will be investigated. Data on these leaders’ previous two jobs is used to identify the general paths they took to arrive at their present positions. Next, the skill sets required by these four IT leadership positions will be investigated. What skills do the individuals in these positions say are important for their success in these positions, and what skills do they themselves believe that they possess?

Many institutions like to “grow their own” leadership, by grooming employees over their career at the institution to fill progressively higher positions. Three of our four studies (EA, CDO, and CISO) found that these IT leadership positions are predominantly hired from within the institution. CIOs are the exception here, more than half being hired from outside their current institution. This finding probably comes as a surprise to no one, as it is well-known that CIO is a difficult position to hire for, in higher education as well as in other sectors. Despite being hired from outside, however, CIOs predominantly come from within higher education. In other words, CIOs are being “poached” from other institutions of higher education. CISOs, on the other hand, are hired more frequently from industries other than higher education.

The fact that CIOs are poached from other institutions and CISOs come from outside of higher education, begs the question of what positions these IT leaders come from. Because the range of positions that individuals currently in IT leadership positions had previously is extremely broad, we therefore categorized these positions into several broad themes.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, current CIOs’ previous positions were most commonly IT executive leadership positions. Or, to put that the other way around: most individuals who previously were in an IT executive leadership position, went on to be current CIOs. Similarly, most individuals who previously were in an information security position went on to be CISOs, and most individuals who previously were in an enterprise IT position went on to be EAs. In other words, when people change jobs, they tend to take a position that’s related to their last job. Given this consistency between IT leaders’ previous and current positions, the specific positions that feed into IT leadership positions will be discussed in more depth during the Congress.

Figure 1: Career trajectories of IT leadership positions

3. SKILLS

EDUCAUSE and Jisc recently collaborated on two reports that present the findings from discussions among working groups of CIOs and other IT leaders, addressing common concerns: understanding the skills required by technology leaders in higher education, and helping mid-career IT professionals prepare to become the next generation of IT leadership. A number of issues reappeared time and again during the course of those discussions, which were articulated in the reports as key roles played by IT leaders. Those key roles, and the skills necessary for these roles, became the starting point for the questions asked of IT leaders in our set of four studies.

The specific skills necessary for success naturally varies with each leadership role. These specific skills will be discussed during the Congress. However, these skills all roll up into a set of categories shared across roles. Three skill categories emerged as absolutely critical to IT leadership: greater than 95% of respondents in all four roles agree that the following skill categories are either very or extremely important: thinking skills (e.g., identifying trends before one’s peers, synthesizing vast quantities of information quickly); communication skills (e.g., effectively presenting ideas in writing...
and orally, effectively presenting to a variety of audiences); and networking skills (e.g., building relationships across the institution, having networks that span institutions). These three skill categories are closely followed by two more, for which greater than 90% of respondents in all four roles agree that the skill categories are either very or extremely important: collaboration skills and leadership skills. These five skill categories are probably critical to any leadership position.

The skill category that was rated far and away the lowest, by respondents in all four roles, was technical skills (e.g., expertise with data governance, expertise with statistical analysis). This is understandable for CIOs, as this role is about institutional strategy as much as it is about technical expertise. But this was more of a surprise for the other three positions, which are more technically oriented.

While the skill categories are shared across roles, the specific skills within each category naturally vary across leadership roles. Respondents were also asked to assess the extent to which they themselves possess these specific skills. These findings will be discussed during the Congress, given these differences across roles and the resulting complexity of the findings. Among the most interesting of these findings, however, is this: while CIOs believe themselves to possess almost all of these skills, respondents in the other three roles generally assess their personal expertise in specific skills lower than their assessment of the importance of the skill in question. In other words, either CIOs think very highly of themselves and those in other IT leadership roles are more modest, or there are considerable opportunities for professional development among IT leaders, and perhaps both.

![Figure 2: Percentage of IT leaders rating skill categories as very or extremely important](image)
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